Scarf measures 110” (279cm) long in
circumference

NOTES
The finished measurement of the scarf will
vary depending on the tension of each chain.
You can adjust the chains by using two or
three fingers as a guide. The chains can be
the same size throughout or the size of the
chain may vary for a unique look.

CRAFT
SKILL LEVEL
BEGINNER

Designed by Red Heart Design Team

The scarf can be left long allowing it to be
worn as desired or wrap ends around an
assembled scarf and tie off as described
below.

What you will need:
RED HEART® Boutique Sashay
Team Spirit™: 1 ball 1922 Red/Grey
or 1901 Navy/Gold

SCARF

Start with a slip knot leaving a 5” (13 cm) tail.
Using two or three fingers (depending on size
desired) pull through the loop making your
first chain. Continue to pull through each chain
loop until reach 5” (13 cm) from the end. Tie
off to secure.

Gauge: Gauge is not necessary for
this project.

Buy Yarn
RED HEART®
Boutique Sashay
Team Spirit™ Art.
E782T, available in multicolor
3.5 oz (100g), 30 yd (27m) balls

FINISHING

Option 1:
Tie ends of scarf together to form a long circle
allowing for versatility each time it is worn.

Go Team Hand
Chain Scarf
Rather than knitting or crocheting ruffled
Boutique Sashay yarn, you can make a chain
with your hands and have a totally new look
in your favorite team colors.

Option 2:
Assemble the scarf to desired shape. Using
the two ends, tie a knot around the scarf in
what will be the back neck area. Wrap the
remaining yarn around the first knot a few
times and tie off. Weave in the ends under the
wraps.

SHOP KIT

Find more ideas & inspiration: www.redheart.com and www.crochettoday.com
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